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Powered by Reelgood Check out some other movies featuring the Spider-Man star. The channel's new campaign includes a weekend full of your favorite movies that will make you feel good. Jon Favreau, we see what you're doing on Netflix dollars! Two years after they starred in Spider-
Man: Homecoming together, Gwyneth Paltrow finally realized she had something to do with Zendaya. Kevin Feige is not crazy, and far from home is the future! It was given to me at birth. Hold off all those Marvel movie marathon plans, true believers. Is it also possible that Gwyneth Paltrow
doesn't know Tom Holland's name? Turns out you have to go to the Netflix Chef Show to find out what Marvel movies you're in. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its branch Zum Hauptinhalt wechseln Â (32.020)IMDbÂ 7.42 Std. 13 Min.2017X-Ray12 NebendarstellerJon Favreau, Tony
Revolori, Jacob Batalon, Zendaya Coleman, Laura Harrier, Mehr ... Tyne Daly, Bokeem Woodbine, Gwyneth Paltrow, Marisa Tomei, Robert Downey Jr., Abraham Attah, Garcelle Beauvais, Hannibal Buress, Michael Chernus, Kenneth Choi, Selenis Leyva, Michael Mando, Logan Marshall-
Green, Angourie Rice, Martin StarrProduzentenAmy Pascal, Kevin FeigeStudioColumbia PicturesKaufrechteDirekt streamen DetailsFormatPrime Video (Online-Video wird gestreamt)GerÃ¤teKann auf unterstÃ1/4tzten GerÃ¤ten angesehen werden 7 wins &amp; 10 nominations. See more
awards » Further edit Excited by his experience with the Avengers, Peter returns home, where he lives with his Aunt May, under the supervision of his new mentor Tony Stark, Peter tries to retreat into his normal daily routine – dispel the idea of proving himself to be more than just your
friendly spider-man surroundings – but when Vulture emerges as the new villain, everything Peter holds most important will be compromised. Written by Benett Sullivan Plot Summary | Plot Synopsis Slogans: Homework can wait. The city can't. Actions | Adventure | Sci-Fi certificate: 12 |
View all certifications » Parents' Guide: View content newsletter » Edit (approximately 1h 35 min) In a car chase while Peter is in Father Flash's car, he reportedly doesn't know how to turn on the lights and gets Nedo over the phone to find out for him. However, the rear lights are on the ent
insert footage showing the car from behind and there is no way to turn on just the rear lights without headlights. More » [first lines] Adrian Toomes: Things will never be the same again. I mean, look at this. You have aliens. Big green guy destroys buildings. When I was a kid, I used to draw
cowboys and Indians. Phineas Mason: Actually, he's Native American, but it doesn't matter. More » Batman References (1989) See more » Cineramascope Written by Ben Ellman (as Benjamin Ellman), Robert Mercurio, Stanton Moore (as Stanton Emery Moore), Jeffrey Raines and Richard
Vogel Performs a Galactic Performance. Shorty and Corey Henry Courtesy of ANTI-See More » User Reviews Edit Marvel [United States] | Official Facebook | See more » Release date: 13 July 2017 (Germany) More » Also known as: Spider-Man: Homecoming View more » Atlanta,
Georgia, USA View more » Edit Budget:$175,000,000 (estimate) Opening Weekend USA: $117,027,503, 9 July 2017 Gross USA: $334,201,140 Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $880,166,924 View more on IMDbPro » Watch ofAvaflineilable to downloadThis movie is... Thrilling,
ExcitingAudioGerman, German, English - audio description, English [Original], English - audio description, English [Original], French, French, Italian, Italian, Turkish, Turkish Marvel Cinematic Universe has long been unable to take advantage of one of Marvel's most famous heroes, Spider-
Man. So when the character finally headed to the MCU, the film was aptly titled 'Spider-Man: Homecoming'. For people like us who grew up watching Sam Raimi movies, starring Tobey Maguire as Spider-Man, and later Andrew Garfield, this film was a refreshing change. While previous
films have focused either on the socioeconomic problems Peter faced and how he juggled them, in addition to being a hero, or shining a light on the various interpersonal relationships in Spider-Man's life, 'Spider-Man: Homecoming' is directly about how fun web-saggy it can be. It must be
said that with the kind of tone that the MCU goes in its movies, Spider-Man is the perfect fit. As a result, Spider-Man: Homecoming is a delicate balance between many light moments and stunning action. This confirms the key lesson of character – that with great power comes great
responsibility, but there is no reason that a little fun can not come along with it. 'Spider-Man: Homecoming' received special praise for driving to focus on the high school life of Peter Parker, which is something none of the previous films have done. With 'Spider-Man: Far From Home', a
sequel already out, you have to ask where you can watch 'Spider-Man: Homecoming' if you haven't seen it yet or where to watch it. Well, before we tell you, let us first explain the plot of Spider-Man: Homecoming. What is Spider-Man: Homecoming about? 'Spider-Man: Homecoming' takes
place after the events of the first Avengers movie, and we see New York is still recovering from the aftermath of the alien invasion that destroyed many cities in its wake, even though the Avengers were able to quell the threat. Enter Adrian Toomes (Michael Keaton), and his rescue
company, who are contracted by the city to clean up the mess. However, this is soon taken over by the Department of Damage Control (D.O.D.C.), a joint effort between Tony Stark and the U.S. government. Toomes is furious that he is deprived of such a huge business opportunity and
instructs his workers to steal the Chitauri technology they plan to use to create and sell advanced weapons. The film then jumps on eight years later as we see Peter Parker (Tom Holland) being drafted by Tony Stark, or Iron Man (Robert Downey Jr.) to join the Avengers. This is the part that
is featured in 'Captain America: Civil War'. However, Stark decides that Parker isn't ready to become a full-time Avenger anymore, so the friendly neighborhood hero continues to study at the Midtown School of Science and Technology. But Parker, who got the urge to be a hero, is leaving
his college academic decathlon to spend more time fighting crime. On one of these crime missions, they run into criminals who use toomes-made weapons. That leads to the two of them being emming for the first time, and Toomes dropped Spider-Man into the lake, where he was rescued
by Tony Stark, who was watching the suit. He's been warned to stay away from Tooms and his crew. Meanwhile, a new Spider-Man villain emerges from Toomes' crew, that's Shocker. It's even more complicated for Peter when his best friend Ned reveals his secret identity. However, he
joins in and helps Parker follow Shocker, and so Toomes; and also helps him disable Stark's tracker and unlock the suit's maximum potential. With these newly unlocked abilities, Peter is hot on the Trail of Toomes, and that leads to spectacular stunts and sequences at the Washington
Monument, where Parker rescues his friends, and then to the Staten Island Ferry, where Spider-Man goes to arrest Toomed and his new buyer. He does capture the buyer, Mac Gargan (who later becomes Scorpion). However, Toomes shows up and things go wrong. Eventually, the ferry is
torn in half and Spider-Man tries to save everyone, but eventually needs help from Iron Man. Tony, dissatisfied with Peter's evading responsibility and going against direct orders, is taking away the Spider-Man suit. They say heroes know their true value when they're at the lowest level, and
that's what happens with Peter. On the night of his prom, which is also why the film is called 'Homecoming', he realizes that Toomes is planning to steal even more tech, this time from the Avengers. He's wearing his old suit and watching Tooms. He goes over Shocker first, with some help
from Nedo, but is eventually able to suppress Toomes after a long campaign fight that is shown brilliantly in the film. The film ends with Parker rejecting Stark's offer to join the Avengers full-time, and we see Tony propose to Pepper Potts (Gwyneth Paltrow). Stark also returns Parker's suit,
which he married, and just as Parker tries it out, Aunt May (Marisa Tomei) walks in. A scene with medium credit shows A prison meeting between Scorpion and Vulture. Will they merge in one of spider-man's future films? That remains to be seen. For now, though, we'll tell you where to
watch Spider-Man: Homecoming. Is Spider-Man: Homecoming on Netflix? Netflix has an amazing collection of movies and TV shows and is particularly well stocked when it comes to Marvel content. Although 'Spider-Man: Homecoming' is not on the platform, you can enjoy other MCU
movies like 'Black Panther' and 'Avengers: Infinity War'. Is Spider-Man: Homecoming on Hulu? Hulu has a library that keeps getting better with the content they keep adding. 'Spider-Man: Homecoming' is available to Hulu subscribers, but you need to add the Starz package to your existing
Hulu subscription for $8.99 per month to access the movie. Watch it here. Is Spider-Man: Homecoming on Amazon Prime? Amazon Prime has a library that only Netflix can convert. Although 'Spider-Man: Homecoming' is not available as is, for Prime subscribers, you can always buy or rent
a movie and then stream it. It costs $3.99 to rent and $14.99 to buy. Alternatively, you can add a Starz subscription to Prime for $4.49 for three months and $8.99 thereafter. We recommend that you take your subscription and have access to all starz content. Watch it here. Where can I
stream spider-man: homecoming online? No Amazon Prime or Hulu subscriptions? Don't worry. You can still stream 'Spider-Man: Homecoming' online. All you have to do is head to Starz, and you're good to go. Check it out here. Where can I watch Spider-Man: Homecoming Online for
free? Although it's been some time since 'Spider-Man: Homecoming' came out, it's not available for free yet. Sorry freeloaders, but the best I have to offer is that you must have an starz subscription to watch the movie. Anyway, we recommend that you pay for any art you consume. Read
more in Movie Guides: Avengers: Infinity War | Black Panther
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